
Overview
This document outlines the setup instructions for the on-premise build of OpenChannel. With
this build you'll be able to set up, run and test the OpenChannel service on your local
development machine as well as in AWS.

Market API Service
The Market API service is the main web service which contains the majority of the business
logic for the OpenChannel service. It is a comprehensive set of API endpoints for all of the
OpenChannel features. Some API endpoints are accessible using a MarketplaceId and Secret.
Other endpoints are only accessible from internal services like Dashboard API service or Client
API service.

The Market API service is the only service to communicate with resources like the MongoDB
Database, RabbitMQ broker and S3 file storage.

The Market API Service is built on Java 11 and the Spring Boot framework. The web service
runs on embedded Tomcat which in-turn runs within a docker container with an OS composition
of openjdk:11-slim. There are no other tools, JVM flags or items required within the docker
container. It's a straight forward web service.

Dashboard API Service
The Dashboard API service is a proxy service that acts as the back end for the OpenChannel
Management Dashboard (also known as the my.openchannel.io dashboard). The Dashboard
API service is mainly responsible for authentication, aggregation and validation of requests
made by the Management Dashboard frontend. Requests are then forwarded by Dashboard
API service to the Market API service in order to get results or perform actions.

The Dashboard API Service is built on Java 11 and the Spring Boot framework. The web service
runs on embedded Tomcat which in-turn within a docker container with an OS composition of
openjdk:11-slim. There are no other tools, JVM flags or items required within the docker
container. It's a straight forward web service.

Management Dashboard Frontend
The Management Dashboard frontend is the javascript based front end for the OpenChannel
Management Dashboard (also known as my.openchannel.io dashboard). The Management
Dashboard frontend allows administrators to login, view and manage the apps in their app
marketplace. Requests are sent by Management Dashboard frontend to the Dashboard API
service in order to be fulfilled.



The Management Dashboard frontend is built on Angular 11 and the ng-bootstrap framework.
The frontend is an Angular project and does not run in a docker container. However, for
completeness we have included it here because it will be part of the Jan 18th deliverables.

Client API Service
The Client API service is a proxy service that acts as the back end for marketplace and partner
portal sites. If you have built your own marketplace and partner portal site along with a backend
that calls the Market API then the Client API service is not required. The Client API service is
mainly responsible for authentication, aggregation and validation of requests made by
marketplace and partner portal sites that have been built using our Angular templates
(https://github.com/openchannel/angular-portal-template and
https://github.com/openchannel/angular-market-template). Requests are then forwarded by
Client API service to the Market API service in order to get results or perform actions.

The Client API Service is built on Reactive Java 11 and the Spring Boot framework. The web
service runs on embedded Netty which in-turn runs within a docker container with an OS
composition of openjdk:11-slim. There are no other tools, JVM flags or items required within the
docker container. It's a straight forward web service.

Pre-Requisites
The following prerequisites are required in order to run the OpenChannel service.

● Docker
● SendGrid Key (optional but required for sending email notifications)
● AWS S3 buckets, Cloudfront distribution and credentials (optional but required for file

uploads)
● Cloudmersive Key (optional but required for scanning uploaded files for malware)
● Froala Editor Key

Docker
All of the services run within docker containers. Docker and be downloaded and setup from
here: https://docs.docker.com/get-docker/

Sendgrid Key (Optional)
The OpenChannel service sends emails to admins (including forget password emails), users
and developers using the Sendgrid service. Although a Sendgrid key is not required in order to
run the service, OpenChannel will not be able to send emails without one. You can signup for a
Sendgrid account and obtain an API key for free here: https://sendgrid.com

https://github.com/openchannel/angular-portal-template
https://github.com/openchannel/angular-market-template
https://docs.docker.com/get-docker/
https://sendgrid.com


AWS Credentials (Optional)
The OpenChannel service uses AWS S3 and Cloudfront for storing and serving files that are
uploaded to the service. In order for the OpenChannel service to access these AWS resources,
an AWS_ID and AWS_SECRET will need to be provided to the Market API container as
environment variables.

Steps to create AWS credentials:
1. Create a new AWS account or log into your existing AWS account
2. Create a new AWS IAM user with ‘programmatic access’ and the permissions of

“AmazonS3FullAccess”. For production, you’ll want to update this policy to only apply for
the Main, Trash and CFL buckets required for the OpenChannel service.

3. Generate a new access key for this IAM user and take note of the Access Key Id and
Secret Access Key, these will be needed for your AWS_ID and AWS_SECRET
environment variables.

AWS S3 Bucket (Optional)
The OpenChannel service uses AWS S3 for storing files that are uploaded to the service. In
order for the OpenChannel service to access these S3 resources, an AWS_S3_BUCKETNAME
and AWS_S3_REGION will need to be provided to the Market API container as environment
variables. For local development we recommend setting up a cloud storage bucket specifically
for testing.

Steps to create the required AWS bucket:
1. Create a new AWS Bucket with the following settings:

a. ACLs disabled
b. Block all public access turned on
c. Default encryption enabled

An example of environment variables collected by this step are as follows:
● AWS_S3_BUCKETNAME=my-bucket-name
● AWS_S3_REGION=us-east-1

AWS Cloudfront Distribution (Optional)
The OpenChannel service uses AWS Cloudfront as a CDN to secure and increase the
performance of file delivery as well as to secure private files. In order for the OpenChannel
service to access these Cloudfront resources, an AWS_S3_BUCKETNAME and
AWS_S3_REGION will need to be provided to the Market API container as environment
variables. For local development we recommend setting up a cloud storage bucket fronted by a
Cloudfront distribution specifically for testing.

Steps to create the required AWS Cloudfront distribution:



1. Create a new Cloudfront distribution with the following settings:
a. Select the origin of the S3 bucket that you have configured in the step above
b. For Bucket Access choose to use OAI to restrict access to Cloudfront. You can

use an existing origin identity or create a new one and update the bucket policy



c. Keep to the default cache behavior settings:

d. No function associations needed



e. Use default Settings

2. Update the Behaviors section by creating a new behavior for handling private files:
a. The pattern for the new behaviour is */private/*
b. Restrict viewer access must be set to “yes”



c. Choose or create a new key group and create a new public and private key that
will be used to sign the private URLs. If you don’t have any Public keys created,
create one by clicking “Public Keys” in the bottom left menu.

To generate a private key open a terminal and type command:

openssl genrsa -out private_key.pem 2048

To generate a public key open a terminal and type command:

openssl rsa -pubout -in private_key.pem -out public_key.pem

Then, upload the public key and create the new keygroup. Make note of the
Public Key ID, this is what you’ll use for the AWS_CDN_KEY_PAIR_ID
environment variable.



d. Click “Create Behavior”
e. Create a DER version of your private key by opening a terminal and using the

command:

openssl pkcs8 -topk8 -nocrypt -in private_key.pem -inform PEM -out
private_key.der -outform DER

This DER file’s path is what you’ll need for the AWS_CDN_PRIVATE_KEY
environment variable.

An example of environment variables collected by this step are as follows:
● AWS_CDN_DOMAIN=d3grfap2l5ik2v.cloudfront.net
● AWS_CDN_PRIVATE_KEY=/tmp/private_key.der
● AWS_CDN_KEY_PAIR_ID=KIZI26C4OGSDZ
● CDN_FILE=//d3grfap2l5ik2v.cloudfront.net/

Cloudmersive Key (Optional)
The OpenChannel service uses the Cloudmersive service in order to scan uploaded files for
malware. In order for the OpenChannel service to perform malware scans on files, a
CLOUDMERSIVE_KEY will need to be provided to the Market API container as an environment
variable. For production, the Small Business Basic ($19.99 /mo) plan will be more than enough
to scan all your files and can be purchased here: https://cloudmersive.com/

Froala Editor Key (Optional)
The OpenChannel management dashboard uses the Froala Editor as the email template
WYSIWYG editor. In order for the OpenChannel service to display a WYSIWYG editor for

https://cloudmersive.com/


editing email templates on the dashboard, a froalaLicense key will need to be provided to the
Management Dashboard Frontend as an environment variable within
src/environments/environments.ts. For production, the Basic ($199 /yr) plan is best and can be
purchased here: https://froala.com/wysiwyg-editor

TinyMCE Key (Optional)
The OpenChannel management dashboard uses the TinyMCE Editor as the main WYSIWYG
editor. In order for the OpenChannel service to display a WYSIWYG editor on the dashboard, a
TinyMCE key will need to be provided to the Management Dashboard Frontend as an
environment variable within src/environments/environments.ts. For production, the Core (free)
account is best and can be acquired here: https://www.tiny.cloud/

iFramely Key (Optional)
The OpenChannel management dashboard uses iFramely to display video previews. In order
for the OpenChannel service to display video previews, an iFramely license key will need to be
provided to the Dashboard API as an environment variable. For production, the Professional
($29 /mo) plan is best and can be purchased here: https://iframely.com/

Run Instructions
Each one of these back end services are available in their own docker container. Also, attached
here is an architecture diagram describing what the OpenChannel service looks like in a high
availability setup.

Market API Service
The Market API service is the main web service which contains the majority of the business
logic for the OpenChannel service. It is a comprehensive set of API endpoints for all of the
OpenChannel features. Some API endpoints are accessible using a MarketplaceId and Secret.
Other endpoints are only accessible from internal services like Dashboard API service or Client
API service.

The Market API service is the only service to communicate with resources like the MongoDB
Database, RabbitMQ broker and S3 file storage.

The Market API Service is built on Java 11 and the Spring Boot framework. The web service
runs on embedded Tomcat which in-turn runs within a docker container with an OS composition
of openjdk:11-slim. There are no other tools, JVM flags or items required within the docker
container.

To start the Market API service:

https://froala.com/wysiwyg-editor
https://iframely.com/
https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/19908467/OpenChannel%20On-Premise.pdf?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_4DDu--cV7DD7qzQQepagcyT_OWcwYtxw9eNdcm5THhkh9CaNSkgGW96fyHksMgTg7x5cj
https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/19908467/OpenChannel%20On-Premise.pdf?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_4DDu--cV7DD7qzQQepagcyT_OWcwYtxw9eNdcm5THhkh9CaNSkgGW96fyHksMgTg7x5cj


3. Install docker (https://docs.docker.com/engine/install/)
4. Start Mongodb, RabbitMQ and Redis cache servers using provided docker-compose.yml

file and command below:

docker-compose -f docker-compose-local.yml up

5. Login to docker registry (Your username and password is provided in the On-Premise
OpenChannel Images email that you received. Follow the link and agree to the
OpenChannel License Agreement to download credentials):

docker login docker.cloudsmith.io

6. Pull Market API docker image:

docker pull docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/market:latest

7. Run docker image to start the Market API in your infrastructure (this is a single line
command). Replace the items in brackets <> before running. For <localhost>, replace
this with the local IP of your machine (example: 192.168.29.21). For the items
<random-secret-of-your-choice>, generate a random 32 character password for
each one that doesn’t contain special characters. Also, we are mounting a local folder
containing the private key DER file which is generated in the AWS Cloudfront
Distribution prerequisite step and setting the AWS_CDN_PRIVATE_KEY environment
variable.

docker run -p 8090:8090 -d -t -i -v

<source-folder-containing-der-file>:/tmp \

-e SERVER_PORT=8090 \

-e INTERNAL_AUTH_SECRET='<random-secret-of-your-choice>' \

-e MONGODB_USERNAME= \

-e MONGODB_HOST='<localhost>' \

-e MONGODB_PASSWORD= \

-e SPRING_RABBITMQ_HOST='<localhost>' \

-e SPRING_RABBITMQ_PORT=5672 \

-e SPRING_RABBITMQ_USERNAME='guest' \

-e SPRING_RABBITMQ_PASSWORD='guest' \

-e AWS_ID='<aws-user-id-optional>' \

-e AWS_SECRET='<aws-user-secret-optional>' \

-e AWS_S3_BUCKETNAME='<aws-s3-bucket-optional>' \

-e AWS_S3_REGION='<aws-s3-region-optional>' \

-e AWS_CDN_DOMAIN='<aws-cloudfront-domain-optional>' \

-e AWS_CDN_PRIVATE_KEY='/tmp/private_key.der' \

-e AWS_CDN_KEY_PAIR_ID='<aws-cdn-key-pair-optional>' \

-e SENDGRID_KEY='<sendgrid-key-for-email-optional>' \

-e EMAIL_FROM_ADDRESS='<email-attached-to-sendgrid-account>' \

https://docs.docker.com/engine/install/
https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/19908467/docker-compose.yml
https://passwordsgenerator.net/


-e EMAIL_FROM_NAME='App Marketplace' \

-e LOGIN_URL='http://localhost:8080' \

-e MARKET_API_BASE_PATH='http://<localhost>:8090/v2' \

-e ENCRYPTION_KEY='<random-secret-of-your-choice>' \

-e CACHE_REDIS_URL='redis://<localhost>:6379' \

-e RATELIMIT_REDIS_URL='redis://<localhost>:6379' \

-e CLOUDMERSIVE_KEY='<cloudmersive-key-optional>' \

-e SITES_CAP_WEBHOOK_SECRET='<random-secret-of-your-choice>' \

-e SITES_CAP_BASE_URL='http://<localhost>:8070' \

-e CDN_FILE='//<aws-cloudfront-domain-optional>/' \

docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/market

8. Verify that the service is running by opening a browser and checking the response of
http://localhost:8090/actuator/health. It should return a {“status”:”UP”} message if running
correctly.

Dashboard API Service
The Dashboard API service is a proxy service that acts as the back end for the OpenChannel
Management Dashboard (also known as my.openchannel.io dashboard). The Dashboard API
service is mainly responsible for authentication, aggregation and validation of requests made by
the Management Dashboard frontend. Requests are then forwarded by Dashboard API service
to the Market API service in order to get results or perform actions.

The Dashboard API Service is built on Java 11 and the Spring Boot framework. The web service
runs on embedded Tomcat which in-turn within a docker container with an OS composition of
openjdk:11-slim. There are no other tools, JVM flags or items required within the docker
container. It's a straight forward web service.

To start the Dashboard API service:
1. Login to docker registry (Your username and password is provided in the On-Premise

OpenChannel Images email that you received. Follow the link and agree to the
OpenChannel License Agreement to download credentials):

docker login docker.cloudsmith.io

2. Pull Dashboard API docker image:

docker pull
docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/management-dashboard:latest

3. Run docker image to start the Dashboard API in your infrastructure (this is a single line
command). Replace the items in brackets <> before running. For <localhost>, replace
this with the local IP of your machine (example: 192.168.29.21).:

http://localhost:8090/actuator/health


docker run -p 8080:8080 -d -t -i \
-e SERVER_PORT=8080 \
-e MARKET_API_BASE_URL='http://<localhost>:8090/v2' \
-e DASHBOARD_UI_BASE_URL='http://<localhost>:4200' \
-e DASHBOARD_API_BASE_URL='http://<localhost>:8080' \
-e COOKIE_DOMAIN='<localhost>' \
-e IFRAMELY_API_KEY='<iframely-api-key-optional>' \
-e MARKET_API_KEY='<use-INTERNAL_AUTH_SECRET-value>' \
-e MARKET_API_DOMAIN='<localhost>' \

docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/management-dashboard

4. Verify that the service is running by opening a browser and checking the response of
http://localhost:8080/actuator/health. It should return a {“status”:”UP”} message if running
correctly.

Client API Service
The Client API service is a proxy service that acts as the back end for marketplace and partner
portal sites. If you have built your own marketplace and partner portal site along with a backend
that calls the Market API then the Client API service is not required. The Client API service is
mainly responsible for authentication, aggregation and validation of requests made by
marketplace and partner portal sites that have been built using our Angular templates
(https://github.com/openchannel/angular-portal-template and
https://github.com/openchannel/angular-market-template). Requests are then forwarded by
Client API service to the Market API service in order to get results or perform actions.

The Client API Service is built on Reactive Java 11 and the Spring Boot framework. The web
service runs on embedded Netty which in-turn runs within a docker container with an OS
composition of openjdk:11-slim. There are no other tools, JVM flags or items required within the
docker container. It's a straight forward web service.

To start the Client API service:
1. Login to docker registry (Your username and password is provided in the On-Premise

OpenChannel Images email that you received. Follow the link and agree to the
OpenChannel License Agreement to download credentials):

docker login docker.cloudsmith.io

2. Pull Client API docker image:

docker pull docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/proxy:latest

3. Run docker image to start the Client API in your infrastructure (this is a single line
command). Replace the items in brackets <> before running. For <localhost>, replace
this with the local IP of your machine (example: 192.168.29.21).:

http://localhost:8080/actuator/health
https://github.com/openchannel/angular-portal-template
https://github.com/openchannel/angular-market-template


docker run -p 8070:8070 -d -t -i \
-e SERVER_PORT=8070 \
-e MARKET_API='http://<localhost>:8090/v2' \
-e INTERNAL_AUTH_SECRET='<use-INTERNAL_AUTH_SECRET-value>' \
-e REDIS_HOST_NAME='<localhost>' \
-e REDIS_PORT=6379

docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/proxy

4. Verify that the service is running by opening a browser and checking the response of
http://localhost:8070/actuator/health. It should return a {“status”:”UP”} message if running
correctly.

Management Dashboard Frontend
The Management Dashboard frontend is the javascript based front end for the OpenChannel
Management Dashboard (also known as my.openchannel.io dashboard). The Management
Dashboard frontend allows administrators to login, view and manage the apps in their app
marketplace. Requests are sent by Management Dashboard frontend to the Dashboard API
service in order to be fulfilled.

The Management Dashboard frontend is built on Angular 11 and the ng-bootstrap framework.
The frontend is an Angular project and does not run in a docker container.

To start the Management Dashboard frontend:
1. Login to docker registry (Your username and password is provided in the On-Premise

OpenChannel Images email that you received. Follow the link and agree to the
OpenChannel License Agreement to download credentials):

docker login docker.cloudsmith.io

2. Pull Management Dashboard frontend docker image:

docker pull docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/dashboard-ui:latest

3. Run docker image to start the Management Dashboard frontend in your infrastructure
(this is a single line command). Replace the items in brackets <> before running. For
<localhost>, replace this with the local IP of your machine (example: 192.168.29.21).:

docker run -p 4200:80 -d -t -i \
-e API_URL='<management-dashboard-api-base-url>' \
-e APP_URL='http://<localhost>:8080' \
-e TINY_MCE_KEY='<your-tinymce-key>' \
-e FROALA_LICENSE='<your-froala-key>' \
-e ENV_NAME='LOCALHOST'\
-e IS_SIGNUP_ALLOWED=true \
-e IS_QUICKSTART_ENABLED=true \

http://localhost:8070/actuator/health


docker.cloudsmith.io/openchannel/core/dashboard-ui

4. Verify that the service is running by opening a browser and checking the response of
http://localhost:4200. From here you should see the login page for the OpenChannel
dashboard.

Test Instructions
The OpenChannel service and its dependencies can be tested to make sure that everything is
communicating properly and in working order.

Try the editor
By creating an account, logging into the Admin Dashboard and using the text editor we can
verify the following:

1. The Market API Service is running properly
2. The Dashboard API Service is running properly
3. The Dashboard API is communicating with the Market API properly
4. The Management Dashboard Frontend is communicating with the Dashboard API
5. The MongoDB database is setup properly
6. The TinyMCE key is setup properly

Steps for testing your rich text editor:
1. From your dashboard, navigate to the Help button on the left sidebar, then click Quick

Start.
2. Upon doing so, you’ll be presented with a survey form, allowing you to tailor your

OpenChannel experience to your use case. Select the Downloadable Files app type.

http://localhost:4200


3. Continue filling out the Step 2 and leave Step 3 blank
4. Finally, click Import Sample Apps to populate your app marketplace with sample data.

5. To test the Rich Text field, navigate to the “Apps” tab. Select an app of the Downloadable
type from your list, click on “Edit”, make any changes to the App, including the Rich Text



field and save your changes at the bottom of the page.

6. If you are not able to create an account or log into the dashboard then your services are
not communicating properly with each other or the database. Please check the logs to
pinpoint the issue.

If your TinyMCE text editor setup is successful then you will not receive any warnings. If
the editor license key is not set up successfully then you will see a license warning within
the text editor.

Upload a regular and private file
By creating an account, logging into the Admin Dashboard and uploading regular and private
files we can verify the following:

1. The Market API Service is running properly
2. The Dashboard API Service is running properly
3. The Dashboard API is communicating with the Market API properly
4. The Management Dashboard Frontend is communicating with the Dashboard API
5. The MongoDB database is setup properly
6. The AWS S3 buckets are setup properly
7. The AWS credentials are setup properly



8. The AWS Cloudfront distribution is setup properly
9. The Cloudmersive key is setup properly

Steps, use downloadable sample apps as base
1. Follow the first 3 steps in the previous section to import the sample apps. Navigate to

Settings > Field Settings on the left sidebar, select the Downloadable app type and add
2 new fields: one of type File and another of type Private File.

2. Navigate to Apps and select any app of the app type Downloadable. Select Edit, upload
a normal file and upload a private file

3. Save the changes.
4. Go back to the app page, click on the files and they should be downloaded to your

computer successfully.
5. If you are not able to create an account or log into the dashboard then your services are

not communicating properly with each other or the database. Please check the logs to
pinpoint the issue.



If you are not able to upload files then your AWS S3 bucket has not been set up
correctly. If there is an issue with the private file then your AWS Cloudfront is not set up
correctly.

Send an email
By creating an account, logging into the Admin Dashboard and then sending a forgot password
email we can verify the following:

1. The Market API Service is running properly
2. The Dashboard API Service is running properly
3. The Dashboard API is communicating with the Market API properly
4. The Management Dashboard Frontend is communicating with the Dashboard API
5. The MongoDB database is setup properly
6. The Sendgrid Key is setup properly
7. The RabbitMQ broker is setup properly

Steps to test:
1. After creating your Dashboard account, go to the login page and click to reset your

password.

2. Enter the email address associated with your account.
3. If the Sendgrid Key is properly set up, you should receive an email to reset your

dashboard password.

Bring up a template site
By importing sample apps and connecting a marketplace template site we can verify the
following:

1. The Market API Service is running properly



2. The Dashboard API Service is running properly
3. The Dashboard API is communicating with the Market API properly
4. The Client API Service is running properly
5. The Client API is communicating with the Market API properly
6. The Management Dashboard Frontend is communicating with the Dashboard API
7. The MongoDB database is setup properly
8. The Redis Cache is setup properly

The step by step guide on how to bring up a website can be found here.

Production Use
The OpenChannel service and its dependencies can be run in a configuration that supports high
availability and auto scaling. Also attached here is an architecture diagram describing what the
OpenChannel service looks like in a high availability setup.

MongoDB Database
The OpenChannel service uses MongoDB as the database for storing all data records. We
recommend using MongoDB 4.4.

For local development we recommend using the MongoDB Docker image for quick setup and
configuration.

For production grade MongoDB we recommend using MongoDB Atlas. MongoDB Atlas is a fully
managed, multicloud MongoDB service that can be setup in minutes. In fact, at OpenChannel,
we don't manage our own MongoDB, we use MongoDB Atlas. For most OpenChannel
customers, the following configuration should be enough:

● MongoDB Atlas Dedicated M10 (2 GB memory, 2 vCPU)
● 3-node replica set
● 10GB storage
● 1000 IOPS

Estimated MongoDB setup time for MongoDB Atlas: 1 hour

Redis Cache
The OpenChannel service uses Redis as the primary cache for providing shared memory
across the stateless web services, speeding up requests and reducing database load. We
recommend using Redis 6.2.

For local development we recommend using the Redis Docker image for quick setup and
configuration.

https://support.openchannel.io/guides/getting-started-with-angular/#what-is-the-angular-template
https://f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/19908467/OpenChannel%20On-Premise.pdf?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--tv4CHqbXSbCi2Cr7x5ZM9zwBKdrOYjl6A4i_hsxOVd-gWRIURYyu3AyV3wpbGJBF4K4RN


For production grade Redis we recommend using the managed Redis service provided by your
cloud hosting provider. At OpenChannel, we use AWS Elasticache Redis. For most
OpenChannel customers, the following configuration should be enough:

● AWS Elasticache cache.t3.small (1.37 GB memory, 2 vCPU)
● 2-node replica set
● Encryption at rest: yes
● Multi availability zone: yes

Estimated Redis setup time for AWS Elasticache: 1 hour

Rabbit MQ
The OpenChannel service uses RabbitMQ as the primary message broker for sending and
processing events. We recommend using RabbitMQ 3.9.9.

For local development we recommend using the RabbitMQ Docker image for quick setup and
configuration.

For production grade RabbitMQ we recommend using CloudAMQP. CloudAMQP is a fully
managed, multicloud RabbitMQ service that can be setup in minutes. In fact, at OpenChannel,
we don't manage our own RabbitMQ, we use CloudAMQP. Additionally, cloud service providers
like AWS do have their own managed RabbitMQ services (like AmazonMQ RabbitMQ). For
most OpenChannel customers, the following configuration should be enough:

● CloudAMQP Big Bunny (1 GB memory, 2 vCPU)
● 3-node replica set

Estimated managed RabbitMQ setup time: 1 hour

Market API Service
The Market API service, any docker based compute is suitable for running these services such
as AWS ECS or AWS Elastic Beanstalk. You’ll want to create a VPC and additionally improve
overall security as per your security standards. Below are steps for a production grade Market
API deployment using Elastic Beanstalk:

1. Create a new a application
2. Choose Docker as the platform
3. Upload the docker image for the Market API (See run instructions for Market API

Service)
4. Click ‘Configure more options’



5. Choose the ‘High availability’ configuration preset

6. Edit the Software section and enter in the environment variables for the service (See run
instructions for Market API Service)

7. Edit the Load Balancer section and update the health check to /actuator/health

8. Click ‘Create App’



Dashboard API Service
The Dashboard API service, any docker based compute is suitable for running these services
such as AWS ECS or AWS Elastic Beanstalk. You’ll want to create a VPC and additionally
improve overall security as per your security standards. Below are steps for a production grade
Market API deployment using Elastic Beanstalk:

1. Create a new a application
2. Choose Docker as the platform
3. Upload the docker image for the Dashboard API (See run instructions for Dashboard API

Service)
4. Click ‘Configure more options’
5. Choose the ‘High availability’ configuration preset

6. Edit the Software section and enter in the environment variables for the service (See run
instructions for Dashboard API Service)



7. Edit the Load Balancer section and update the health check to /actuator/health

8. Click ‘Create App’

Client API Service
The Client API API service, any docker based compute is suitable for running these services
such as AWS ECS or AWS Elastic Beanstalk. You’ll want to create a VPC and additionally
improve overall security as per your security standards. Below are steps for a production grade
Market API deployment using Elastic Beanstalk:

1. Create a new a application
2. Choose Docker as the platform
3. Upload the docker image for the Client API (See run instructions for Client API Service)
4. Click ‘Configure more options’
5. Choose the ‘High availability’ configuration preset

6. Edit the Software section and enter in the environment variables for the service (See run
instructions for Client API Service)



7. Edit the Load Balancer section and update the health check to /actuator/health

8. Click ‘Create App’

Management Dashboard Frontend
For production grade dashboard hosting we recommend using Netlify. At OpenChannel, we use
Netlify for Angular hosting. Production grade hosting of the Dashboard with Netlify is easier
once we share the code for the Management Dashboard frontend.


